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Building self-driving cars, optimizing IIoT 
strategies for Industry 4.0 and deploying self-lear-
ning applications for the digital workplace have 
one thing in common: they require us to analyse 
growing sets of huge amounts of highly unstructu-
red, heterogenous data which are often distribu-
ted across many different locations in the world. 
Conventional approaches to data analysis struggle 
to cope with this explosive complexity and have 
difficulties to deliver timely results and insights.

We have built DaSense on our core belief that 
successful data analytics starts with a sound data 
strategy, making scalable management of data a 
priority:

  Standardized access to enterprise data lakes 
enables advanced analytics, monitoring, 
reporting, deep learning, AI and application 
development in self-service. 
  Integrated open development environment 
spurs innovation in sandboxes and substantially 
shortens the time to deploy applications in 
production environments. 
  Big Data native architecture ensures a scalable 
and future-proof processing of very large 
amounts of data in automated pipelines, letting 
engineers operate and collaborate across 
geographically distributed locations. 

The Challenge The Added Value

NorCom’s solution
DaSense addresses this challenge by integrating 
Big Data technologies with NorCom’s proven 
enterprise blueprint for scalable and secure 
processing of very large amounts of measurement 
data using the latest frameworks for advanced 
analytics, machine learning and AI. 
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a NorCom Product
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DaSense On Premises or in the Cloud
DaSense supports all major cloud distributors 
and can also be installed on your local server. 
Our consultants and data scientists will work 
with you to set up DaSense according to your 
requirements.

DaSense as a Service
Use the DaSense software without having to 
install it. Leave your data analysis to us and 
receive the results. We process and verify your 
measurement data in an IT environment that 
meets the highest security requirements. 

GET A QUOTE:

Phone:  +49 (0)89 939 48 0
E-Mail: info@norcom.de
Website: www.norcom.de  
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Unlock your data 
formats.

Link DaSense to user mgmt. 
platform, run analysis on 
secured Big Data Cluster.

Combine different Big 
Data technologies to 
speed up your analysis. Chain your apps in Big Data 

pipelines.

Easy-to-use pyspark data 
analysis 

Include state-of-the-art 
machine learning and AI 
frameworks in your analysis.

Package your analytics for 
reproducible results.

Run your analysis on 
worldwide distributed data.

Turn your ad-hoc analysis into 
production-ready applications 
yourself.

Define rules for the 
data lifecycle.

Share findings and work 
together with your global 
team.

Make sense of your data!

Iterate from data to insights 
at scale.
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